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Numerical Approximation of a Cauchy Problem for a

Parabolic Partial Differential Equation

By Richard E. Ewing and Richard S. Falk*

Abstract.   A procedure for the numerical approximation of the Cauchy problem for

the following linear parabolic partial differential equation is defined:

ut - (p(x)ux)x + q(x)u = 0,    0<x<l,0<f<7,;    u(0, t) = /.(f).

0<t<T;    u(l,t) = f2(t),    0<t<T;    p{0)ux(0, t) = g(t),

0 < r0 « t < T;     \u(x, t)\ « M,     0 « x < 1, 0 « t « T.

The procedure involves Galerkin-type numerical methods for related parabolic initial

boundary-value problems and a linear programming problem.   Explicit a priori error

estimates are presented for the entire discrete procedure when the data fx, f2, and g

are known only approximately.

1.   Introduction.   In many physical problems in heat conduction, the interior of

the body is inaccessible for temperature measurements.  Since it is then impossible to

obtain an initial temperature distribution within the body, any approximations of the

temperature distribution at later times must rely entirely upon data which can be

measured at the boundary.   For example, one can often use both measurements of

temperature and heat flux at the boundary to compensate for the lack of an initial

temperature distribution.  An additional problem is that these boundary data are only

accurate to within some prescribed measurement errors.

We shall obtain error estimates for the numerical approximation of a mathemati-

cal formulation of a class of problems of this type.  Consider the numerical approxi-

mation of the solution of the following Cauchy problem for a linear parabolic partial

differential equation:

Problem (P):   Find a function u = u(x, t) satisfying

%-Up(x)d£)+q{x)u=0> *<*<*-o«<t>

u(0, t) = fx(t),      0<t<T,

u(\,t)=f2(f),      0<t<T,

p(0)^(0, t) = g(t),      0<to<t<T,

\u(x, t)\<M,      0 <x < 1, 0 < t < T,
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where the data/., f2, and g are known only approximately as /* ,f*, and g* such

that

(a)    H/i -/ril,o(ri <e0,

(1.2) (b)    ll/i -/2*ll[0,r] <e0,

(c)    ll^-i*||(fo>r, <e0,

with e0 > 0 and where for any function / = /(i)

O-3) H/H[a,ft, =   sup    |/(i)|.
a<t<b

We assume that the following hypotheses are satisfied:

(HI) /,, f2, g, p, and q are such that a classical solution u to (1.1) exists.

(H2)  The functions p, p ' and q are uniformly Holder continuous in 0 < x < 1

and satisfy

(a) 0<p* <p(x)<p*,

(b) 0<q^q(x)<q*,

(c) \p'(x)\<p'*.

(H3) /j and f2 and their derivatives through order 2 are absolutely continuous

on [0, T] and d3f¡/dt3 G L2 [0, T],i= 1,2.  Denote by Kx a constant satisfying

H/,11,0, ri + H/;il[o,r] + ll/2H[o,r] + ll/iW] + M[r0,r] <*i-

(H4)   For the Sturm-Liöuville problem with eigenvalues and corresponding nor-

malized eigen functions, satisfying

(a) (p<p'n)'- qipn+\„<pn = 0,0 <x< I,

(b) *„(0) = „„(I) = 0,

there exists a d > 0 such that

d = infUn + 1  - K)-
n

(H5)   The approximations (1.2) hold.   In addition

(a) H/1 -tf\o,T\ <e0,

(b) H/2-/2*'H[o,ri <e0-

(H6)   If M > 0 is the constant given in (1.1 (e)), we have

(a) H/iH[o,r] <*-

(b) ll/2ll[o,rr<^
(c) ll/ril[o,r] <M>

(d) ll/2*H[o,r] <M-
Without the extra assumption (1.1 (e)), the Cauchy problem (1.1 (a)-(d)) is not

well-posed in the sense of Hadamard [3] —[8], [13] since the solution does not de-

pend continuously upon the data.   However, for the problem as stated with hypotheses

(Hl)—(H6) satisfied, a continuous dependence result was obtained in [6].

Many studies of the continuous dependence of the Cauchy problem for various

parabolic problems have appeared in the literature [3] —[8], [13].   Other formulations
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in terms of control problems have also appeared in the control theory literature [11],

[12], [14].  In [7] Ginsberg considered numerical approximation of the Cauchy prob-

lem for the heat equation ut = uxx with g(t) = 0 in (1.1 (e)) by expanding the data in

Fourier series and estimating Fourier coefficients.  In [3], [4] Cannon and Douglas

outlined numerical procedures for various Cauchy problems for the heat equation by

reducing the problems to mathematical programming techniques.   In [5] Cannon and

one of the authors presented a direct numerical method for a slightly different Cauchy

problem for the heat equation in which a Taylor series expansion for the data is nu-

merically approximated.   In [6] a numerical scheme requiring numerical approximation

of several unknown eigenvalues and eigenfunctions was presented without explicit error

estimates for the approximations.   In this paper the numerical schemes involve only

solution of linear parabolic initial boundary-value problems and a simple linear program-

ming problem.  More importantly, explicit a priori error estimates for the entire pro-

cedure are presented.

In Section 2, basic notation is presented and Problem (P) is reduced by linearity

into two simple initial boundary-value problems and an optimization problem.   In Sec-

tion 3, Galerkin-type numerical schemes are defined for the initial boundary-value

problems and a  linear programming problem is formulated to solve the optimization

problem.   Several basic lemmas needed to prove the main result are stated in Section 4.

Then a priori error estimates for obtaining approximations to (1.1) with approximate

data satisfying (1.2) are stated and proved.  Finally proofs of two of the technical

lemmas are given.

2.  Preliminaries.  We shall first define some of the notations used for various

norms throughout the paper.   Recall that in Section 1 we used the notation that, for

any function /= f(t),

WfWlab]   =     SUP     l/WI-
1  '   '       a<t<b

For functions \¡j = i¡j(x) defined on (0, 1), we shall denote by ¡i//L the norm

llallí °°rn      and by Wm,°° (m a positive integer) the usual Sobolev space of functions
L     (U,l)

with norm

Idty

/ = 0
dxJ

For real s, we further denote by Hs the Sobolev space Ws'2 of real-valued functions

defined on (0, 1) and by ||i//||„ its corresponding norm.  We note that L2(0, 1) will be

denoted by H° and \\^\\L2(0 X) by \W\0-   For definitions of the other spaces, we re-

fer the reader to [10].

Also, for X a normed space with norm \\-\\x and u: [a, b] —* X, we define

ll-.H22 = [b\\u(;t)\\2xdt    and    \\u\\„ =   sup    \\u(; t)\\
L¿(a,b;X)       J" L    (a,b\X)       a<t<b

Finally, for convenience, we define a bilinear form
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a(u, v) = (p(-)ux, vx) + (q(-)u, v),

where (•, •) denotes the L2(0, 1) inner product.

We shall next present a reformulation of Problem (P) on which our approxima-

tion scheme will be based. We first choose a function x = x(*> 0> depending linearly

on/., f2 and their derivatives, which satisfies

(a)    X(0, t) = fx(t),      xO,t)=f2(t),      0<t<T,

(b)    \x(;0)L<K*   max
i= 1,2

/=0.Jx

(c)    \x(;t)\x „<£**    max
. = 1,2

y/.—(0)

l/WI,

(2.0)
;-o./,

a.'
(0) 0 < t < T,   and

(d)
3?i^-c(pëX-o+«c"-°

<K***   max
i= 1,2

/=o,...,/2

' = 0.'3

3^

3/'
(0, (0) o < t < r,

where £*, £** and K *** are positive constants, 0 < /. < 1, 0 < J2 < 2, and

0 </3 < 1.   If x i- chosen so that it is necessary that J2 = 2 for (2.0(c)) or (2.0(d))

to be satisfied, we shall require the additional hypothesis

(H7)

32/,-      a2/*
-i(o)—Ho)
at2 3r2

<en . = 1,2.

One choice of x (denoted x) which satisfies (2.0) with Jx = 0, J2 = 0, J3 = 1,

K*= l,K** = 2, and**** = 1 + 2p'* + q* is given by

X(x, t) = (1 -*)/.(.) + x/2(r),     0 <x < 1,0 <f < r.

We shall also consider different choices of x later which make full use of conditions

(2.0(c)) and (2.0(d)).

We next define a function w = w(x, t) satisfying the initial boundary-value prob-

lem

dvv
(a)

dt

_3_/   3w\

3x \P 3x /
+ qw = F(x, t),      0<x<l,0<t<T,

(21)        (b)   w(0, t) = 0,      0<t<T,

(c) w(l,t) = 0,      0<t<T,

(d) w(x,0) = 0,      0<x<l,
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where

with x satisfying (2.0).  Also, for each i// G L2(0, 1), we define a function z^ satisfy-

ing the initial boundary-value problem:

^   lT-¿(^)+^=0'      0<x<l,0<t<T,

(2.3)
(b) z* (0,0 = 0,      0<t<T,

(c) r*(l,i) = 0,      0<t<T,

(d) z*(x, 0)= t//,      0<*<1.

Using M from (1.1(d)), let

* = ]> G C°[0, 1] : ly-L <M and y<0) = /.(0), rfl) =/2(0)}.

We can now reformulate Problem (P) using (2.1 )—(2.3) and linearity of the operator

in (1.1) as follows:

Find y (corresponding to u(x, 0) from (1.1)) with ip G K such that

(2.4)        P(0)^(0, 0 = git) ~p(0)~(0, 0 - rto)fj(o, 0 = G(t),

where

(2-5) rix) = x(x, 0).

To see that this reformulation is equivalent to Problem (P), observe that, using

linearity, the function u^ = w + z^ + x satisfies

^ ir-è(*!r)+^ = 0'   o<x<i.o<í<r.

(b)    uHo, t) = fx(t),      0<t<T,

(2-6) (c)   u*(l,0=/2(0,      0<t<T,

(d) u*(x, 0)= u> +r,      0<x<\,

(e) p(0)ux'(0,t) = p(0)wx(0,t)+p(0)zx'(0,t) + p(0)^(0,t),      t0<t<T.

Choosing \¡j = tp - r, we see that u*~r solves Problem (P) provided we can find a yj

satisfying (2.4).  (We note that since I/. (01 < M and |/2(0I < M, 0 < r < T, the

maximum principle implies that the condition |(/-!„, <M is equivalent to requiring that

\u(x, 01 < M, for 0 < x < 1, 0 < t < T.)

Using this notation, we can now state a form of the continuous dependence re-

sult (proved in [6] ) which we shall need later in the derivation of the error estimates.
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Lemma 1.   Under hypotheses (Hl)—(H6), there exist computable constants C.

and 7 (0 < 7 < 1) such that for all yV with | y. i„ < M,

(2-7) ||z* ||  m XM   <C.||z*
L    (t0,T;W1'    ) '      x

w/tere z1^ « iAe solution of (2.3).

(O'-W-o.r].

3.   Description of the Numerical Approximations.   In this section we consider

the problem of numerically approximating the solution of (1.1) (or equivalently, its

reformulation described in Section 2) subject to the restriction (1.2).   The restriction

(1.2) comes from the fact that data measurement error is, in general, accurate only to

within some measurement tolerance eQ.  We denote by x* the function chosen in ex-

actly the same way as x with /. replaced by f*,i = 1, 2, in (2.0).   Let F* denote the

function defined as Fin (2.2) with x replaced by x*-  Then define w* as the solution

of (2.1) with F replaced by F*,

(3.1) r* = X*(*,0),

and

(3.2) G*(t) = **(/) -p(0)^(0, 0 -P(0)|£(0, 0-

We note here that from (H3), (H5), (1.2), (2.0), (2.5), and (3.1), we have

(a)    \rL<K*Kx,

(3.3) (b)    \r*L<K*(Kx + e0),

(c)    \\r-r%<\r-r*L<K*e0.

Since the data is only known approximately as described above, we now define

an approximation scheme based on a finite-dimensional analogue of Eq. (2.4) with G

replaced by G* from (3.2).  We first describe schemes for obtaining approximations to

w and z* (assuming y. is known).

Let S®h denote the space of continuous piecewise polynomials of degree j3 - 1 de-

fined on a uniform mesh of width h on [0, 1] and vanishing at x = 0 and X — 1.  We

shall consider a family of such spaces for 0 < h < 1.  We assume each space in this

family satisfies the following so-called "inverse assumptions": u GS®h implies that for

some constant C2,

(a) |i.|loe<C2/.-1|»-L,

(3.4)
(b) |«L<C2^-1/2||W||0.

We also assume that our test spaces 5^ satisfy the following approximation assump-

tions: If u G Sfj and Ihu is the interpolate of u in S^, then for some constant C3,

(a) ||M-/Äi.||0<C3/ii||t.||i,       s>0,

(3.5)
(b) |/Äu|.     <C3|!i|I>0O.
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Let k > 0 be the stepsize in time, NT = T/k G Z, t" = rik, and y-n = tp(tn).  We

shall present a Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin approximation for w, the solution of (2.1)—

(2.2).   Define W: {0 = t0, tx.tNT = T}-* S^ by

íWn + l-Wn        \ (K + l+Wn       \
(3.6)        Í ~^~--, Vj + a (-^-2, Vj = (F(.; („ + K)k)> V)

for all V G S?   and « = 0, 1, ..., NT - 1, with 1V0 = 0, where a( -, •) is defined in

Section 2.  We similarly define IV* to be the analogous approximation to w*(nk)

given by (2.1)—(2.2) with F replaced by F*.

The scheme defined in (3.6) is known to have a time-truncation error of the or-

der k2.  We shall use another 0(k2) time-stepping method with better stability proper-

ties but greater work estimates to approximate z, the solution of (2.3) with yV assumed

known.  Define Z* : {0 = t0, tx.tN   = T) —► S2 by

(3.7)

with

7* - 7^

n-±^L'vh<4+a^) = o,

%F^> v) + a(Zt + 1,V) = ~-^a(Zi+a, „),

(3.8) (Z*,U) = GM),

for all ue^2 where a = 1 - >/2/2.

We note that since each of the time-stepping schemes defined above have 0(k2)

time-discretization error but different spatial orders of approximation, we shall use the

time step k to tie the two approximations together.   Thus, k will be the same in each

of (3.6) and (3.7).  We shall then see from Lemmas 3 and 4 below that in order to

balance the temporal and spatial discretization errors in each problem separately, we

shall let h = k in the definition of Z and hx = fc1'2 in the definition of W.

Let N0 = [|i0/fc(] + 1 where \¡7$, for 7 G R, is the greatest integer less than 7.

Using the above definitions, we can now define an approximate problem as follows:

Problem (¥A)-   Find iph G Kh such that

(3.9) -%>„)=     inf    J(i>n),
*heKh

where

(a)   K„ = {iph G S2 : \^h L < M, ^(0) = /*(0), and ^(1) = /*(0)},

(3.10)(b)   J(*n) = n=™,NT

-p(o)^w*(o)-P(o)^zyr\o)

g*(nk) -p(0)d-£(0, nk)
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We then take as our approximation to u(t) at t = nk the function

(3.11) Un = W*+zl"~rt +x*(;nk).

We now show how Problem (PA ) can be solved by linear programming.  Let h be

such that//= 1/hGZ and

(3.12) *h = "f. Cfr + /*(0)*0 + f*(0)*H,
i=i

where

' 0,      x<(i-l)h,

(3.13) *.
x/h-(i-\),      (i-\)h<x<ih,

1 +i-x/h,      ih <x<(i+ \)h,

0,      x > (i + \)h.

Note that the constraint | \jjh |„ < Mis equivalent to | Cf| < Ai, i = 1, ...,H- 1, and

|/,.*(0)| <M, . = 1, 2.  Then, by linearity,

P.") ¿zr--'-(o) - "¿' c&m * l/J<°>*° *m*m - ¿z;-(0).
!= 1

Hence Problem (P^) can be written as:

Find C = (Cx, ..., CH_X) minimizing X subject to the constraints

(a) -M<Ci<M,i=l,...,H-l,   and

(b) -X <**(»*) -p(0)^(0, nk)-p(0)^W*(0)

(3.15)

p(o(|;^^

< X,       « = A^, .... NT.

4.  Main Results.  In order to derive our main result, we shall need several lemmas

about the regularity and approximation of the solutions of (2.1)—(2.2) and (2.3) and

the stability of problem (3.6).  We shall now state these lemmas.  The first lemma re-

lates the smoothness of the solution of (2.3) to its initial smoothness and can be found

in [2].

Lemma 2. Let Z^ be the solution of problem (2.3).  Then for 0 < t0 < t and

s>0, there exists a constant C4 such that

(4.1) ll-^(%0lls<C4'o~,/2ll*llo-

Lemma 3 (cf. Wheeler [15]). Let w be the solution of (2.1)—(2.2) and {Wn} be

its approximation given by (3.6).  IfwG Z,°°(0, T; W4<°°), dw/bt G L2(0, T; /Y4), and

d3w/dt3 G L2(0, T; H°), then there are constants C4 and k0 > 0 such that for all
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0 < k < k0, we have for n = 0.NT,

K,nk)-WnL<Cjh4x

(4.2)

L °°(0,T;W*'    )

3vv

3/

+ k'

:0.r;rY4)J

—II l
a-3 II 2        o I

We remark that sufficient conditions for w to have the regularity required by

Lemma 3 are that

(4.3)

(a) FttGL2(0,T;H°),

(b) F(x, 0) = 0    for x = 0 and x = 1, and

(c)
3x

(p 9F(^ 0) J - í/F(x, 0) - Ff(x, 0) = 0     for x = 0, 1,

where F is given in (2.2).  For the choice of x denoted by x above, (H3) implies

(4.3 (a)).  However (4.3 (b)) and (4.3 (c)) require special relationships to hold between

various combinations of

^(0),^(0),^(l)A(0),and%l)
3.'        bx1       bx1       bx' bx'

for i = 1, 2, / = 0, 1, 2, 3 and / = 0, 1,2.  If these conditions are not met by the

given p, q, and f¡, i = 1,2, then we must make another choice of x for the results to

apply.  Another possible choice of x which satisfies (2.0) and fits into our analysis is

given by x, which for each t in 0 < t < 7" satisfies the boundary-value problem

(a) -jj (p j^X ) = c(x, t) = ax + a2t + 2[bxx + b2tx],

(b) x(o,0=/,(0,   x(i,0=/2(0,

for specific constants a., a2, bx, and b2.

We note that x i- defined by

s2ds

with

x(x,t) = w-«(t)f;^-(ax ^2t)f;^-(bx+b2t)f;^

«(o = [m -/2(o - (ax 4- «2o /; jfe-tbi + b2D /; ^]//; ^

and satisfies (2.0) with Jx = 1, J2 - 2, J3 = 1 and easily computable /v *, K** and

À"***,  x is much more complicated than the choice x, but if we make the choices
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•1   ds

>0p(S)'

«i =-<.(0)/,(0)-/i(0).

bx = [-q(\)f2(0)-f2(0)-ax}/2,

a(o)=[fx(o)-f2(o)-axf;^-bx¡;^\i{;

a2 = Vl{ [p(0)q"(0) + p'(0)q'(0)] /.(O) - q(0)f[(0) - f'¡(0) - axq(0)

-2q'(0)cx(0) + 2bxp'(0)},

b2 = %{[p(l)q"(l) + p'(l)q'(l)} /2(0) - -Z(l)/2(0) -/a'(0) - 2a2

-(a, +2¿>I)-7(l) + 2ft1p'(l) + 2£7,(l)[a(0) + fl1 +5,]},

then the compatibility assumptions (4.3) are satisfied without any special relationships

holding between the functions p, q, and f¡, i = 1,2.  We remark that if b2q(0)/bx2

and 32_7(l)/3x2 do not exist as required in the definition of x, another x should be

chosen which would eliminate the extra smoothness assumption on q.   In this case,

choose x t0 satisfy the boundary-value problem

~3x \PblcX)     QX = Ul     ait       lX       2   '

x(o,o = /,(0,    xXUt) = f2(t),

with ax, a2, bx, and b2 chosen so that (4.3) is satisfied.    We note that with this

choice of x, the solution of a different boundary-value problem must be computed for

each discrete time step to determine F.

When (4.3) is satisfied, we have by standard a priori estimates that for n =

0,...,NT,

(4.4) \w(-, nk)-WnL<C5{h1 + k2},

where C5 depends only upon the data/., f2, p, and q.   Using the inverse properties

(3.4) satisfied by the subspaces S^ , we easily obtain the following result by a standard

technique.

Corollary (3.1).  There exists a constant C6 such that for n = 0, ..., NT,

(4-5) |m<-, n*)-IVM|1>0O <^"[A? +*2].
'i

Our next lemma allows us to obtain ¿"-estimates for the error in approximation

of (2.3) by (3.7) for times bounded away from t = 0 (i.e., 0 < t0 < 0-

Lemma 4 (cf. Baker et al. [1]). Let z* be the solution of (2.3) and {Z*}

the approximation given by (3.7). Then there exist constants C1 = C7(t0) such that

forn=N0.NT,

(4.6) |z*(-, Hfc)-Z*L<C7{/.2 +*2}||y.||0.
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Again, using our inverse assumptions on S2., we obtain

Corollary (4.1). There exists a constant C8 such that for n=N0, ...,NT,

(4.7) \zH; nk)-Z*\x„^f[h2 + *2]||y.||0.

We shall also require a special stability result for the approximation scheme (3.6).

Since the proof of the following lemma is quite technical, we shall defer it until after the

proof of our main result.

Lemma 5. Let {Wn} be the solution of (3.6). If for some constant r0 > 0, we

restrict k and hx such that kh\ < t0, then there is a constant Cq such that

(4'8) '^.-<C^-(o,r,.0)-

The last lemma which we shall state gives an a priori estimate for the linear pro-

gramming problem defined in (3.15).   Again the proof of this lemma will be deferred

until after the proof of our main result.

Lemma 6. Let yn G Kh be the solution of the linear programming problem

(3.15).   Then there exists a constant Cx0 such that

max

(4.9)  "=2V0,...,-VT

h* ,n „u _ „*.\ A m*m\ _ „™ A 7*h—r

g*(nk) - p(Q)^-(0, nk) - p(0)^ W*(0) - p(0) ̂  Z;*     (0)

= J(#h)<C10{e0+h + [h4x+k2]/hx + [h2 +k2)/h}.

We are now in a position to state our major result and prove it using Lemmas 1—6.

Theorem  1.  Let u be the solution of Problem (P) and {£/„} be the approxima-

tion defined by Problem (?A) and (3.11).  Suppose that hypotheses (H1)-(H6) are

satisfied, that F (defined by (2.2)) satisfies the regularity conditions (4.3) and that y =

u(x, 0) satisfies \\tp\\x < Cx. for some constant C.. > 0.  If the mesh sizes k, h, and hx

are chosen to satisfy k = h = h\, then there exists a constant CX2 which is independent

of k such that for n = N0, ..., NT,

(4.10) \u(;nk)-Un\Xa,<CX2[e0+kr,

where e0 and 7 are the constants defined by (H5) and (2.7), respectively.

Proof.   In the reformulation of Problem (P), we wrote the solution as

(4.11) u = ii»-»- = w + z*-r + x.

From (3.11) we have

(4.12) Un = W*-rZlh~r' +x\;nk).

Using the triangle inequality, we obtain

\u(; nk) - t7J1>0O < \w(; nk) - Wn\x,~ + Wn ~ KK,-

(4.13)

+ |z*-'(-, nk)-Z*h  r|lr+ lx(-, nk)-x*{% «/-)!,,-.
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The first term on the right of (4.13) is bounded using (4.5) as follows:

(4.14) \w(; nk) - W„|1>00 <C6[/.4 + k2]/hx.

From (1.2), (H5), (H7), and (2.0), we see that

(4.15) \x(;nk)-X*(;nk)\Xa,<2K*e0.

Since k = h\ by hypothesis, we can use Lemma 5, (1.2), (2.0(d)), (2.2), (H5) and

possibly (H7) to bound the second term on the right side of (4.13). We obtain

(4.16) \Wn-WX~<C9\\F-F\„(oTjj0^<Ce0.

In order to treat the third term on the right of (4.13) we use the triangle inequality,

\z*-'(;nk)-zlh~r\x„

< |z*-'(-, nk)-z*H " (; nk)\x>x + \z*h  ' (•, nk) - Z*nh * [1>00.

Using (3.3 (b)), (3.10(a)), and (4.7) we have for n = N0, ..., NT,

\z*»-r\-,nk)-zl*-r\lt„<Cf[h2+k2]Uh-r%

(4.18)

<f[h2+k2]{\<phL + \r*U  <C[h2 +k2]/h.

Combining the above estimates, we obtain

\u(; nk) - Í/J. „, < C{e0 + [h\ + k2]/hx + [h2 + k2)/h]

(4.19)

+ \z*-r(;nk)-z'pH ' (mi*)!,,..

In order to estimate the last term on the right of (4.19), we shall use the continuous

dependence result from (2.7).  We obtain

(4.20) |z*-r(-, nk)-z'b~r\; nk)\x<oa < Cx\\z^r(0, •) -z?"'*(0, Oll^.y,.

For any function y(t) G W2'°° [t0, T], we now define Iky to be the piecewise linear in-

terpolate of y on the time mesh of width k.   Then we obtain (using properties of a

linear interpolate)

iur(o>-)-^*(o,-)ii(fo,n

(4.21) <iurr(o,-)-vrf(o.-)ht0,T\ + iiv?"rV )-^xh~r\o,-)\\Uo,T]

+       max       |zrr(0, nk) - zV1 ~r*(Q, nk)\.
n=N0,...,NT    x x

By standard results in approximation theory, the first two terms on the right of (4.21)
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are bounded by

(4.22) Ck2 [||z£-'(0, ■)«[,  r] + W'?n' (0. )«[io,r] :
,*V

Next, differentiating Eq. (2.3 (a)) and using Lemma 2 and the Sobolev lemma, we ob-

tain for any y. GH°,

(4-23)       Il4„(0, -)ll[0,-ri < dl^O- 0H6  < C^llo    for 0 < í0 < í < 7.

Combining the above estimates and using (3.3) and (3.10(a)) to see that \\ip - r||0 and

\Wh -r*||0 are bounded, we obtain

K-\o,-)-zl»-r\o,-)\\{t(}tn

<Ck2 +       max       \zfr(0, nk) - z*h ' (0, nk)\
n=N0,...JVT

(4.24)
< Ck2 +       max

n=NQ,...,Nj, bx
z*_r(0, nk) - r-ZA^-^(o)

3x

+       max
n=NQ,...JVj, &>-■«»-&>-'•«>,*»

Using (3.3), (3.10), and (4.7), we estimate the last term on the right of (4.24) by

(4.25)

max
n=iVQ,...,JVj.

|-?-<o)-¿.'--<o,._)

<f[h2 +/c2]||^-r%<C[/.2+.c2]/...

Next, using (2.4) and the triangle inequality, we see that the second term on the right

of (4.24) is bounded by

max
n=NQ,...,Nj,

(4.26)

lxz^(0,nk)-fxZ:»-r\0)

<       ™*       $Ë - IT«*, »*) - |*(0, nk) - lzl"-r\0)
n=No,...,NT\p(0)        bxy bx bx

<„=»T..»^w"tw*("';,l + g(0..t)-¿.,„(0)

bx

+ max —nrr
/j=JV0,...,7Vrp(0)

+   ¿^°)-3^M/2Í(0) +
§X(0,„*)-£(0,.*)|}

£*(«*) -P(0)¿1V*(0) - P(0)^(0, nk)

•p(0)¿<""r*(0)

= term. + term2.
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Using (4.5), (4.15) and (4.16), we can bound the first term on the right of (4.26).  We

obtain

(4.27) term. <C{e0 + [h\ + k2]/hx}.

We note from (3.9) and (3.10) that the second term on the right of (4.26) is just

p(0)_1 times J(yh) from our Problem (P^).  We then use Lemma 6 to obtain the a

priori estimate

term2 = -%>„)/p(0)

(4.28)
<C.0{e0 + h + [h4 + k2]/hx + [h2 +k2]/h}.

Then combining (4.19), (4.20), and (4.24)-(4.28), we see that for n=N0, ..., NT,

(4.29)    \u(; nk) - i/„|l00 < C{e0 + h + [h\ + k2\/hy + [h2 + k2\/hV.

Then choosing h = k and /.. = /c1'2, we obtain

(4-3°) \u(;nk)-Un\Xx<C{e0+kp

for n = N0, ..., NT, which was to be proved.

Next, assume that the linear programming problem described in Section 3 is solved

to within the tolerance J(<ph) < a. for some a. > 0.   Replacing the estimate (4.28) by

the above inequality, we obtain the following error estimate.

Corollary Tl. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. If^p*-

2,tL~xC*$>i, the solution of the linear programming problem defined by (3.15), satisfies

J(<4>h} ^ ai> tnen f°r n = 2%)- • ■ • ' NT we have for some constant Cx3 > 0,

\u(;nk)-U„\x^<C13[e0+k + axr.

We shall finally give proofs for Lemmas 5 and 6 which were stated previously.

Proof of Lemma 5.  To prove this lemma we will need to make use of results

from elliptic regularity theory, spectral theory in Hubert spaces, and the theory of in-

terpolation spaces.  We shall assume the reader is familiar with these concepts, since to

provide detailed explanations would unduly lengthen the proof.   In order to simplify

the exposition, we first introduce some additional notation.   Let Q he the solution

operator for the two-point boundary-value problem

<a> -h(pd£)+w=f-  0<x<1>

(4.31)
(b) X0) = 0,

(c) xi) = 0.

(i.e., y = Qf).  Let Qh   be the solution operator for the Galerkin approximation of

(4.31).  Then yhi = ßftj/is defined by

(4-32) <JV »*_) = (/.%).      %G5V

Now, set Ln   = Qh~l (i.e., the inverse of Qh   on S4 ).   For normed spaces X and Y,
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let L(X, Y) denote the space of linear operators from X to Y and || -||^x Y) tne (oper-

ator) norm in this space.  We shall first establish that

(433) IWnli,-<C||^/18Wnll0.

We note that

IWJl,- =  \QhxLhxWn\x,~ < \(Qhx  -Q)LhxWn\l,~ +  lßiÄlW„ll,-

(4.34) < \QhíL„Wn -IhiQLhWn\it„ + \IhíQLhWn-QLhWn\x>„

+ \QLnwn\x>aa,

where Ih   is the interpolation operator mapping ÍY¿ —>->4..  By the inverse properties

of S%   given in (3.4), we see that

(4.35) <C7Ir3/2||ßfti-:,iH/„ -IhlQLHWJ0

<Chx3l2{\\QhiLhWn-QLhWJ0 + \\QLnWn-IhiQLhWn\\0}.

Using standard properties of the Galerkin approximation, we note that the first term

on the right of (4.35) can be estimated as follows:

(4.36) hx3l2\\(Qni -Q)LhWJ0 <Chx3l2hV4\\QLhWn\\ll4.

Also, using (3.5 (a)), we obtain

(4.37) h-3'2\\QLhWn -IhiQLnWJ0<Chx3l2hy4\\QLhWn\\V4.

Then, using (3.5 (b)) and the Sobolev lemma, we see that

\ihxQLhxK -QLhxK\r,~ < \ihxQthxK\i,- + iß^Ji,-
(4.38)

<(C3 + l)\QLhWn\1>oa<C\\QLhWn\\V4.

We then collect terms in the above inequalities and use a standard a priori estimate for

elliptic problems (i.e., Q G L(H~1'4, 7/7/4) [10]) to obtain

(4.39) \Wn\x^<C\\QLhWn\\v,<C\\LhWn\\_xj4,

where the last norm is defined below in (4.41).  Then, in order to obtain (4.33) we

need only show that

i4'40) II^^JI-i/4 <C\\L^Wn\\0.

Let P: L2 —► S£   be the L2 projection operator into S^ .  Note that Lh   is selfad-

joint, so Z,^8 is also selfadjoint.  Then we see that
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(¿i,. "'„.«') iLhWn,Pv)

ii^^ji-i/4s »p.nÑíT-    sup

(4.41)
uecr

=   sup

i/4 „se"      l|ü|li/4

{Liyn,L^Pv) \\L\»Mo
^\\Liynw0 sup —¿—.

1 „Pr-r     l|ü|ll/4

Next, since we have that

(4.42) H^í^llo = W»> *>)\' /2 < C\\MX

and

(4.43) IZ^AHo < \\Po\\0,

we can use an interpolation theorem due to Heinz [9] (compare also with [10]) to

establish that

(4.44) ||¿¿/8-^||0<C||A;||1/4.

Then, since approximation properties of Sn   yield

(4-45) IIA||1/4<C||t>||1/4,

we can combine (4.41), (4.44) and (4.45) to obtain

(4-46) H^.WJI-i/4 < Cintilo.

Now, to establish (4.8) we solve a set of first-order difference equations arising from

(3.6) to obtain

(4.47)

n-l

/ = 0

Then we see that

H^Xllo <

(4.48) +

HsTD-M'

^i'[2+l^,]"H["--»l

•['♦KM
L(H°,H°)
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For the first term on the right of (4.48), we obtain

^tRs]~HH>)L
2,',H(!)''v.s['+kJ1

(4.49) UH°

27/8*1/8 sup .i^lN-Ml*
0<\<=° (' + A) Il       \    L        2J

V [""l]*)       (for it < 2).

1141

<

<

t(/Y",/Y")

PF(•B»|

<2 PF\

Since it is known that the eigenvalues A- of Lh   satisfy 0 < A• < ß0hx 2, the mesh

ratio restriction khx2 < t0 contained in the statement of Lemma 5 implies that

(4-50) A,.<pV0A.

From [1], we know that there exist constants C0 and K0 such that for / = 1,2

and 0 < X < ß0T0/k,

(4.51)

,   . . . j

1 - fcX/2
1 + /cX/2

> -C0(*/2W

Then, since clearly e    xx '   is bounded for all x > 0, we use (4.51) to see that

^j['+Nl'-N|'H2,,r
L(H°,H°)

(4.52) <        sup
0<\<ß0T0/k

\-kk/2

1 + /cX/2
'      X?/8       < sup ^O-W^/S

1 + &X/2      o<x</.0T0/t

< sup e-CoW)VÍA!<c(/2)-7/í
roM i*m?/8 120<\<í.0r0/* (/Í-/2)

Thus, combining the above estimates, we have

II^.Xllo < 2 Pf(-, [« - 5]*)     + \\PF\\

(4-53) <m^io.,:,oj2 + ^/o^

n-l       C
12

L-(0,T;H°)     ¡tt (/it/2)7/8

/8

-J.

< IIPFII
L "(0,T;H°)

8C
2 +

12

27/8

7-1/8 <C\\F\\  . 0

Finally, combining (4.39), (4.46) and (4.53) proves Lemma 5.
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Proof of Lemma 6.   From (H5), (3.9), (3.10), (4.5), (4.15), and (4.16) we see

that for all \ph G Kh

(4.54)

/(*„)< W

max
n=N0,...,Nj,

g*(nk) -P(0)d~£(0, nk) -p(0)¿W*(0) -p(0)¿Z*h "*(0)

<       max       \\g*(nk) -g(nk)\ + p(0)
n=N0,...,NT(

^-(0, nk)
bx

Px{
bx[

+ p(0)
b ...*,».v      3

ä^(0)-^„(0)

+ p(0)

lxK(0)-^(0,nk)

< C[e0 + (h\ +k2)/hx] +       max      p(0)
n=N„.NT

+ p(0)

Now

(4.55)

è-i^m-4-^P.-.

^r--(o,-A/»-(o,„t) + 3     '/'h-f +r-r*
-z (0,nk)

From (4.7), (3.3), and (3.10) we see that for n = N0, ..., NT,

(4.56)
%-A»-'\0)-1/»"'®, nk)

Ca
<-^[Ä2+Ä:2]||yVft-/-*||0

<C[h2 + k2]/h.

Next using the Sobolev lemma, Lemma 2, and (3.3 (c)), we obtain for n = N0, ..., NT,

and for any y.fc G Kn,

b    ^h-f + r-r*

(4.57)   a*z

Choose \j/h such that

(4.58)

Iii . — tp + r—r*
<\\z   h \\2

<CHh-v + r- r% < C[e0 + II y-„ - dl0].

(a) \l/h(ih) = tfih),      . = 1, ...,/7-l,

(b) *ft(0) = /*(0),

(c) ^(l)=/2*(0).

Then y.., G Kh and y.., is almost equal to Ihy, the piecewise linear interpolate of ip.
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Then from (3.5),

•^vllo + \\ih<p-<p\\0 <Uh -->||0 + C7.IMI,.

h<x<(H- \)h,

f)[/r(0)-/,(0)], 0 <*</.,

(H - O |[/2*(0) -/2(0)],      (H- l)h <x < 1,

ll^-V"o<Ce0.

Combining (4.54)-(4.61), we obtain

(4.62) jy¿ < C[e0 +h + (h\ + k2)/hx + (h2 + k2)/h].
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